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Abstract—The most popular strategies for dealing with
packet collisions at the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer
in distributed wireless networks use a combination of carrier
sensing and collision avoidance. When the collision avoid-
ance strategy fails such schemes cannot detect collisions, and
corrupted data frames are still transmitted in their entirety,
thereby wasting the channel bandwidth and significantly
reducing the network throughput. To address this problem,
this paper proposes a new wireless MAC protocol capable of
collision detection. The basic idea of the proposed protocol
is the use of pulses in an out-of-band control channel for
exploring channel condition and medium reservation and
achieving both collision avoidance and collision detection.
The performance of the proposed MAC protocol has been
investigated using extensive analysis and simulations. Our
results show that as compared with existing MAC protocols,
the proposed protocol has significant performance gains in
terms of node throughput. Additionally, the proposed proto-
col is fully distributed and requires no time synchronization
among nodes.

Keywords: MAC, wireless, collision detection, colli-
sion avoidance, CSMA, CSMA/CA

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to their ease of deployment and simplicity, dis-
tributed MAC protocols such as the IEEE 802.11 Dis-
tributed Coordination Function (DCF) are widely used
in computer networks to allow users to statistically share
a common channel for their data transmissions. In wire-
less networks, a critical drawback of distributed MAC
protocols is the inability of nodes to detect collisions
while they are transmitting. As a result, bandwidth
is wasted in transmitting corrupted packets and the
achieved throughput degrades. This situation is exacer-
bated as the number of nodes in the network increases
since now the rate of collisions increases. To address
this issue, this paper proposes a distributed MAC proto-
col capable of detecting collisions in wireless networks
which outperforms existing MAC protocols.
The Aloha protocol [1] was the first MAC protocol

proposed for packet radio networks. With pure Aloha,
a node sends out a packet immediately upon its ar-
rival at the MAC sub-layer and a collided packet is
retransmitted with a probability p immediately or after
each packet transmission time. CSMA/CD (carrier sense
multiple access with collision detection) [2] employs
two mechanisms to enhance the medium utilization in
wired local area networks (LANs): “carrier sense” and
“collision detection”. Carrier sense requires a node to lis-
ten before transmitting, and collision detection requires

a node to transmit and listen at the same time for
terminating a possible collision. Although CSMA/CD
has been proved to be very successful in wired LANs,
it cannot be directly employed in wireless networks
because of two problems. The first is the hidden terminal
problem [3]. Two mutually hidden terminals are two
nodes that cannot sense each other (due to the distance
or obstacles between them) but can still interfere with
each other at a receiver. With hidden terminals, carrier
sense alone cannot effectively avoid collisions. The other
problem for CSMA/CD in wireless networks is that
in the same wireless channel, the outgoing signal can
easily overwhelm the incoming signal due to high signal
attenuation in wireless channels. This problem makes it
difficult for a sender to directly detect collisions in a
wireless channel.
Some existing MAC protocols [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]

depend on in-band control frames for exploring the pos-
sible future channel condition for a data frame and also
for reserving the medium for the data frame. However,
when the collision avoidance strategy fails, a corrupted
data frame is still fully transmitted. Another category
of protocols [3], [9], [10] uses one or more out-of-band
control channels to avoid collisions. These protocols are
more effective in dealing with hidden terminals and thus
reduce the probability of collisions in a network. How-
ever, they are incapable of detecting collisions either and
if the collision prevention strategies of these protocols
fail, the collided data frames are still transmitted in their
entirety.
To address the collision detection problem in dis-

tributed wireless networks, this paper proposes a new
MAC protocol using pulses in a narrow-band con-
trol channel. The control channel reserves the medium
around the transmitting nodes while data is sent in a
separate channel. To avoid any confusion, we note that
the control channel pulses in the proposed protocol are
quite different from those used in the physical layer of
Ultra-Wide-Band (UWB) wireless networks. Compared
with the pulses in the data channels of UWB networks,
the pulses in the control channel of the proposed pro-
tocol have different sizes, structures, and purposes. The
pulses used by the proposed protocol are for controlling
the medium access to a single data channel, but not
for high-rate transmissions or channel division multiple
access. These pulses are significantly larger than those in
UWB networks and also have a different structure with
random-length silent phases. The proposed protocol uses
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the pulses to accomplish two objectives simultaneously.
One is collision avoidance, which is basically channel
condition exploration and medium reservation as done
by traditional wireless MAC protocols such as the IEEE
802.11 DCF. The other objective accomplished by the
pulses is “live” collision detection. “Live” detection
means that when a collision happens, it is detected
almost immediately instead of being detected after the
end of the transmissions.
The performance of the proposed pulse-based MAC

protocol is investigated with extensive analysis and sim-
ulations. Our results show that the proposed protocol
has significant performance gains over existing wireless
MAC protocols in terms of node throughput in a dis-
tributed wireless network. In particular, the gains can
reach more than fifty percent when the network load is
high and hidden terminals exist.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section

II introduces the background and related work. Section
III presents the details of the proposed MAC protocol.
Section IV introduces an analytic model to evaluate
the saturation throughput of the proposed protocol in
one-hop networks. Section V analytically compares the
proposed protocol with some existing MAC protocols in
general multihop networks. Section VI investigates the
bandwidth required for the control channel. Section VII
evaluates the proposed MAC protocol with extensive
simulations and compares it with existing protocols.
Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK

A. Carrier Sensing and Collision Avoidance

The most widely used mechanism to avoid collisions
in contention-based medium access control is probably
“carrier sensing” [11], which is used in both wired
and wireless networks. We now describe the drawbacks
associated with this mechanism that motivate the de-
velopment of a scheme with collision detection. With
carrier sensing, a node listens before it transmits. If
the medium is busy, the node defers its transmission.
After the medium has been sensed idle for a specified
amount of time, the node usually takes a random backoff
before transmitting its frame. The random backoff is
for avoiding collisions with other nodes that are also
contending for the medium.
Besides the “physical” carrier sensing technique in-

troduced above, the IEEE 802.11 DCF also employs a
technique called “virtual” carrier sensing. The virtual
carrier sense technique relies on in-band control frames
to deal with hidden terminals. Before sending a data
frame into the idle medium after proper deferrals and
backoffs, a source sends out a Request To Send (RTS)
frame to contact the receiver and reserve the medium
around the source. If the receiver receives the RTS frame
and its channel is determined to be clear, the receiver
sends out a Clear To Send (CTS) frame to respond
to the sender and reserve the medium too. The data
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Fig. 1. The Chained Hidden Terminal Phenomenon

transmission then begins if the handshake and medium
reservation process succeeds.
Several situations may cause difficulties to the virtual

carrier sensing technique. One of them is the “chained”
hidden terminal phenomenon. Basically, in a data trans-
action in the MAC layer, the CTS frame sent by a
receiver to suppress the hidden terminals of the initiating
sender may be lost at the receiver’s neighbors due to the
receiver’s own hidden terminals. In such a case, some
hidden terminals of the initiating sender may not be
suppressed. An example is shown in Fig. 1 where node
A is the initiating sender and node B is the receiver. The
CTS frame generated by node B is corrupted at node C
(a hidden terminal of node A) by the signals of node D,
which is a hidden terminal of node B.
Node mobility may also limit the effectiveness of the

virtual carrier sensing technique with a small probability.
With virtual carrier sensing, only nodes which have
received the medium reservation message know when
to defer. Therefore, when a node newly moves into a
neighborhood and misses the preceding reservation in-
formation, it becomes an un-suppressed hidden terminal
to an on-going data transaction.
Another phenomenon that may impact virtual carrier

sensing is that the interference range of a node can be
larger than its data transmission range [12]. Therefore,
even if a node is out of the range of another node for
successfully receiving its CTS frame, the node may still
interfere with the other node’s data reception.
A more effective way to suppress hidden terminals

is to use an out-of-band control channel [3], [9]. With a
single data channel, control information cannot be de-
livered when the data frame is in transmission. With an
additional control channel, however, control signals can
always be present whenever necessary, which improves
the ability of hidden-terminal suppression.

B. Spectrum Reuse and The Capture Phenomenon

The radio spectrum needs to be spatially reused in
a multihop wireless network for improving network
throughput. Better spectrum reuse allows more transmis-
sions to go on simultaneously in the network without
collisions. A phenomenon closely related to spectrum
reuse is “capture” which implies that when two frames
collide at a receiver in a wireless network, one of the
frames may still be correctly decoded if the received
power of the frame is higher than that of the other
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Fig. 2. Collisions Involving Capture

by a threshold. However, as we now show, the capture
effect is not sufficient to eliminate collisions and collision
detection is required to prevent bandwidth wastage on
corrupted frames.
To illustrate the possibility of collisions in the presence

of capture effect, two scenarios are shown in Fig. 2
(nodes are in a line for easy demonstration). In the first
case, nodes A and D are the initiating senders, while
nodes B and C are their receivers, respectively. In the
second case, nodes B and C are the senders and nodes A
and D are their receivers, respectively. In these two cases,
assuming same transmission power levels and ambient
noise, captures for the data frames may easily happen
at the receivers because the senders are much closer to
their receivers than the interference sources.
However, for combating high link error rates, ac-

knowledgments for data frames are widely used in the
MAC sub-layer of wireless networks. Therefore, interfer-
ence may come not only from the initiating senders but
also from their receivers. In both cases shown in Fig. 2,
the two senders have to finish their transmissions almost
at the same time for all the data and acknowledgment
frames to be received without collisions. For example,
in case A shown in Fig. 2, if node A finishes its data
transmission earlier than node D, then node B will send
its acknowledgment frame to node A while node C is
still receiving the data frame from node D. A collision
may therefore easily occur at node C. Similarly, if node D
finishes its transmission earlier, node B may easily have a
collision. The same thing is true for case B. The corrupted
frame, however, will be an acknowledgment instead of
a data frame.
In reality, two nodes may not finish their transmissions

at the same time, since their frames may have different
sizes and their transmissions may begin at different
times. Thus collision detection is important in these cases
to terminate the colliding transmissions.

C. Related Work

The hidden terminal problem was probably the ear-
liest problem addressed by an out-of-band channel in
medium access control for wireless packet networks. The
Busy Tone Multiple Access (BTMA) protocol [3] and the
Receiver-Initiated BTMA (RI-BTMA) protocol [9] use a
single control channel to suppress hidden terminals. The
DBTMA (Double Busy Tone Multiple Access) protocol
[10], however, uses two control channels to address the
hidden terminal problem and improve the spatial reuse
of radio spectrum.
Priority scheduling is another topic in medium access

control that may borrow assistance from an out-of-band

control channel. Some protocols such as [13] and [14] rely
on in-band control frames for priority scheduling at the
MAC sub-layer. The protocol in [15] relies on the dura-
tion of a “black burst” to deliver the priority information
for a real-time packet. The Busy Tone Priority Scheduling
(BTPS) protocol [16] uses double busy tones to ensure
medium access privileges for high-priority packets.
The Power Aware Multi-Access with Signaling (PA-

MAS) protocol [17] uses a separate signaling channel
to power off nodes that are not actively transmitting
or receiving packets for the purpose of saving battery
energy. The Power Controlled Multiple Access (PCMA)
protocol [18] employs control signals with interruptions,
which are also called pulses, for improving spatial reuse
of radio spectrum. In PCMA, an active receiver broad-
casts its noise tolerance information from time to time
in an out-of-band control channel. Each broadcast is a
short segment of single-tone signal with noise tolerance
information encoded in its power level. The protocol pro-
posed in this paper also broadcasts periodical pulses in
its control channel. However, unlike the pulses in PCMA,
the pulses in the proposed protocol have random-length
pauses designed to address a different problem, which
is collision detection in wireless networks.
Finally, although the schemes in [19] and [20] (Hiper-

LAN) also aim at addressing the collision detection
problem in wireless networks, they were designed for
wireless LANs. These schemes share one basic idea with
CSMA/CA, which is transmitting a short control frame
to check for collisions before a data packet is transmitted.
However, if a collision occurs on a data frame, the colli-
sion will not be detected. The scheme proposed in this
paper, however, is designed for general wireless packet
networks and it is capable of live collision detection.

III. THE PROPOSED MAC PROTOCOL

A. Protocol Basics

The MAC protocol proposed in this paper assumes
that each node has the ability to simultaneously transmit
on two channels, the control and data channels, with two
antennas and their associated communication circuitry.
The control channel has a much smaller bandwidth as
compared to the data channel and is used for transmit-
ting medium reservation related signals while the data
channel is for transmitting the data and acknowledg-
ments. Instead of relying on bit-based frames, the control
channel employs pulses to deliver control information.
The pulses in the control channel are single-frequency
waves with random-length pauses (more details of the
pulses are given in Section III.B). In the proposed pro-
tocol, pulses only appear in the control channel and
the control channel only carries pulses. When a node
is an active sender or receiver in the data channel, it
monitors the control channel all times except when it
itself is transmitting in the control channel. If a node is
transmitting in the data channel but detects a pulse in
the control channel, it aborts its transmissions.
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To describe the operation of the protocol we consider
what happens when the MAC sub-layer at a node, say
node A, receives a packet to transmit to node B. Before
node A can transmit, it first listens to the control channel
to make sure that it is idle. If the control channel is found
idle for a period of time longer than the maximum pause
duration of a pulse, node A starts a random backoff
timer whose value is drawn from the node’s contention
window. If the node detects no pulse before its backoff
timer expires, it proceeds to transmit the packet upon the
expiration of its backoff timer. Otherwise, the node can-
cels its backoff timer and keeps monitoring the control
channel.
As soon as the backoff timer of node A expires, it starts

to transmit pulses in the control channel along with the
packet in the data channel. Once the node has finished
transmitting the frame header in the data channel, it
expects the intended receiver, node B, to have received
the information and reply with a CTS pulse in the control
channel. The CTS pulse is transmitted by node B during
a pause in the pulses being sent by node A in the
control channel. If node A does not obtain the expected
CTS pulse in the following pause period after the frame
header is transmitted, node A aborts its transmissions
in both channels. If node A obtains the expected CTS
pulse, it keeps transmitting. Node A, however, may still
abort its transmissions after obtaining the expected CTS
pulse if it detects a pulse of another node in one of its
pulse pauses later, which indicates a colliding situation.
If the node aborts its transmissions due to the lack of the
expected CTS pulse or the detection of a pulse of another
node, it doubles its contention window and then returns
to monitor the control channel.
After node A fully transmits the packet, it expects

an acknowledgment from the receiver. If the node does
not obtain the expected acknowledgment, it doubles its
contention window and starts to monitor the control
channel again to look for a retransmission opportunity.
The whole process repeats until either node A obtains
an acknowledgment for the packet or the retry limit is
reached. The node discards the packet in the latter case
and resets its contention window to the minimum size
in both cases.
The above description is for the case of a unicast

packet. In the case of a broadcast packet, the proposed
protocol uses the basic CSMA protocol as in the IEEE
802.11 DCF. The rest of the paper focuses on the trans-
mission of unicast packets.

B. The Contention and CTS Pulses

As shown in Fig. 3, a contention pulse in the proposed
protocol consists of two phases, an active phase of a fixed
length and a pause phase of a random length. Busy-
tone waves are only transmitted in the active phase of a
pulse. The active phase of a contention pulse signals a
busy data channel, while the pause phase is for collision
detection.

One Contention Pulse

Active Phase Random Pause Phase

Fig. 3. A contention pulse consists of two phases, an active phase of a
fixed length and a pause phase of a random length. Busy-tone waves
are transmitted in the control channel in the active phase only.

CTS Window

Residual Random Pause

CTS Pulse

Fig. 4. A CTS pulse is delivered in a pause phase of a contention
pulse.

While a node is transmitting data in the data channel,
it monitors the control channel in the pause phases of
its pulses. There is usually a transition delay of a couple
of microseconds for an antenna to switch its state. This
transition delay is however small as compared with the
duration of a pulse, which is usually several tens of
microseconds. Similarly, the detection time of a pulse is
also trivial as compared with the duration of a pulse. If
a node detects a pulse during one of its pulse pauses,
the node stops transmitting in both channels.
A CTS pulse, which delivers the clear channel signal,

is slightly different from a contention pulse. Recall that a
node sends a CTS pulse in response to a data frame that
it receives. A CTS pulse does not have a pause phase and
the length of its active phase is specified by a field in the
received MAC header of the data frame, which contains
an integer randomly selected by the initiating sender. A
CTS pulse is sent back to the initiating sender during
the pause phase of one of the pulses of the initiating
sender. In the rest of the paper, pulses, unless specified
otherwise, denote contention pulses.
Fig. 4 demonstrates how a CTS pulse is delivered in a

pulse pause. A sender waiting for a CTS pulse segments
its pulse pause into two parts. One is the CTS window,
while the other is the residual pause of a random length.
The sender regards a CTS pulse legitimate only if the
CTS pulse is of the expected length and received in the
CTS window (note that the size of the CTS window is
fixed and a CTS pulse is designed to fit in this window).
For dealing with hidden terminals, contention pulses

are also “relayed” by a data-frame receiver after the
receiver checks the received data frame header and
determines that the frame is intended for it. This ensures
that the nodes in the vicinity of the receiver are also
aware of the ongoing transmission. A receiver starts
its relayed pulse upon the detection of the arrival of
a new pulse. Since the length of the active phase is
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Fig. 5. Signals in The Control and Data Channels of Three Nodes

fixed and the same for all nodes, the receiver is already
aware of the length of the pulse to be relayed. The
active phase of a relayed pulse is, however, shorter than
that of the original pulse by a couple of microseconds.
When the relayed pulse is being transmitted, the source
of the original pulse is still transmitting its own pulse.
Therefore, the source of the original pulse will not detect
the relayed pulse. A pulse sender in the rest of the paper
denotes a node that is either generating original pulses
or relaying pulses in the control channel.

With the loose synchronization mechanism introduced
above (i.e., the simultaneous relay of a contention pulse
by the receiver though for a few microseconds lesser),
a sender and its receiver do not need additional strict
synchronization for pulse relaying, which is a great
advantage in distributed wireless networks. The lack of
strict synchronization between a sender and its receiver
has, however, one consequence, which is that the first
contention pulse of the sender is not relayed by the
receiver. This is because a receiver relays pulses only
after it receives and checks the data frame header and
ensures that it is the intended receiver.

If a hidden terminal starts to transmit before the
receiver starts to relay pulses, the loose synchronization
between the sender and the receiver will be disrupted
by the pulses of the hidden terminal. In addition, the
loose synchronization may also be lost due to reasons
such as signal fading in the control channel. If the loose
synchronization is lost, the sender will receive pulses in
its pulse pauses and thus will abort. In such a case, the
sender will initiate new transmissions later.

Fig. 5 demonstrates a transaction in the MAC sub-
layer with the proposed protocol. Node A is the sender,
node B is the receiver, and node C is a hidden terminal of
node A. The figure shows the signals in the two channels
of the three nodes. Because node C is a hidden terminal
of node A, it can only receive signals transmitted (or
relayed) by node B. Note that if a node receives pulses
from both node A and node B, it still recognizes the
pulses from node A, since node B’s pulses are in the
“shadow” of node A’s pulses in the time domain. Ad-
ditionally, the pulses carry no bits so that no traditional
“collision” happens here.

Finally, the delay before a MAC header is received by
the intended receiver determines the minimum time that

elapses before a collision may be detected, as inferred
from the absence of a CTS pulse. This delay is mainly
determined by the frame transmission rate and we now
characterize this delay. According to the IEEE 802.11
specifications [8], a general MAC header for a data frame
is 30-byte long. The proposed protocol adds another
field of 1 byte to deliver the expected length of a CTS
pulse. The total MAC header has therefore 248 bits
with the proposed protocol. As specified in IEEE 802.11,
for a Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) physical
layer, the physical layer convergence procedure (PLCP)
preamble has 144 bits, while the PLCP header has 48 bits.
The total physical layer header is therefore 192-bit long.
In such a case, a MAC header can be completely received
after 440 bits. If the data frame is transmitted at 1 Mbps,
then 440 bits can be transmitted in 440µs. The physical
layer may also do “whitening” on the payload, which
can generate a delay of up to “8 octets”, as indicated in
the IEEE 802.11 specifications. In such a case, the total
delay before a MAC header is received by an intended
receiver is therefore about 504µs.

C. Collision Avoidance and Detection

This subsection further explains how the proposed
MAC protocol achieves collision avoidance and collision
detection. As in the CSMA case, the proposed protocol
considers it a potential colliding situation when a trans-
mitting node detects another transmitting node. For col-
lision avoidance, the proposed protocol uses handshake
and medium reservation procedures like those used by
traditional wireless MAC protocols. The difference is that
in the proposed protocol these procedures are moved
to the control channel where CTS pulses are used for
handshaking and the pulse relay is used for medium
reservation. When the collision avoidance fails, the col-
lision detection mechanism comes into play and this is
the essential difference between the proposed protocol
and other wireless MAC protocols.
To understand how the proposed protocol resolves

collisions, we consider the case where two neighbor-
ing nodes cause collisions. If two neighboring nodes
draw the same backoff delays at a contention point for
medium access, they start to transmit signals in the data
and control channels almost at the same time. If both
receivers of the two senders cannot correctly read the
frame headers due to the resulting collision (i.e., the
address or another field in the header does not have
a legitimate value), neither of them will send back a
CTS pulse. Both senders will therefore terminate their
transmissions and the collision is resolved automatically.
If only one of the two receivers can correctly read the
frame header, the sender of the other receiver will,
in general, abort its transmissions due to the lack of
a legitimate CTS pulse. The collision is therefore also
resolved in such a case.
If both receivers can correctly read the frame headers,

each of them will send back a CTS pulse with the
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length specified in the MAC headers of their respectively
received data frames. If the two initiating senders do not
draw the same CTS length, then the sender that draws a
shorter one may not receive a legitimate CTS pulse and
thus abort its transmissions.
If both senders receive legitimate CTS pulses, one

sender will usually still need to abort its transmissions
(since their ACK frames may be interfered or cause
interference, as explained in Section II.B). The collision
detection mechanism starts to work in such a case.
With pauses of random lengths, the pulses of the two
senders will desynchronize each other over time. After
the desynchronization, the sender with a longer pause
will detect the pulse of the other sender and then release
both channels. A collision is therefore resolved.
The above description of collision detection is not

restricted to two transmitting nodes who are neighbors.
As introduced earlier, pulses are relayed by nodes that
are receiving data frames intended for them. Therefore,
two nodes that are hidden terminals to each other still
detect each other if they transmit at the same time.

D. Clarifications

One requirement not explicitly stated in the above de-
scriptions of the proposed protocol is that a pulse should
have a length that is much smaller than the length of
a data frame. Since pulses are designed for collision
detection, pulses should be repeated at a frequency that
makes it feasible for a collision to be detected before
the colliding transmissions finish by themselves. A small
number of, such as five to ten, pulses during each
transmission of a data frame is adequate for effective
collision detection, as shown in Section IV.
One phenomenon that needs to be mentioned is mul-

tipath fading, which occurs when a signal reaches a
receiver through multiple paths. Multipath is a common
phenomenon in urban areas due to obstacles and reflec-
tors. Multipath may cause fluctuating amplitudes and
phases in signals, which are harmful for signal decoding.
Pulses, however, are not as sensitive to multipath fading
as bit-based frames. First, a pulse has a much longer
duration than a bit in a frame. For example, if a data
frame has 512 bytes of payload and there are 5 pulses in
its transmission duration, then each pulse has a length of
at least 819 bits. Second, only the amplitude fluctuation
has a significant impact on the pulse detection.
In the proposed MAC protocol, a receiver does not

immediately declare the end of the active phase of a
pulse when the power in the control channel falls below
a threshold; the receiver only does so after the power
stays below the threshold for a specified amount of time.
With this design, short fadings do not affect the pulse
detection. If there are long fadings in the control channel,
the data channel might also experience fadings since in
real life scenarios the two channels are expected to be
in the same allocated band. In such a case, the data
frame may not be correctly decodable anyway even with
channel coding.

IV. SATURATION THROUGHPUT

To evaluate the performance of our proposed protocol
we now develop an analytic model to evaluate its satura-
tion throughput in one-hop networks. The model uses a
mean-value analysis similar to that developed in [21] and
[22] for the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. We assume that
a network with N nodes uses our proposed protocol in
the MAC layer to schedule their transmissions. Since we
are interested in the saturation throughput, we assume
that all nodes always have packets to send. The channel
transmission rate is denoted by C bits/sec and the length
of each packet is assumed to be L bits.
In order to evaluate the saturation throughput, we first

analyze the exponential back-off mechanism associated
with the proposed protocol and its associated collision
rates. As per the details of the protocol described in
Section III, each station begins its backoff process once
the channel is sensed idle for a specified period of time,
which we denote by Tidle. The first attempt at transmit-
ting a given packet is performed using contention win-
dow or CW value equal to CWmin. For each unsuccess-
ful transmission attempt, CW is doubled until it reaches
the upper limit of CWmax specified by the protocol or the
maximum retransmission limitM is reached. We also use
the notation m = log2(CWmax/CWmin). We denote the
probability that an arbitrary packet transmission results
in a collision by p. Then, in the absence of retransmission
limits, the probability that CW = W is given by

Pr{CW = W} =

{

pk−1(1 − p) for W = 2k−1CWmin

pm for W = CWmax

(1)
where k ≤ m. Note that when the retransmission limit
M < m, the contention window does not grow to
CWmax. Now with probability 1−p the first transmission
is successful and the average backoff window of such a
packet is CWmin/2. With probability p(1 − p) the first
transmission fails and the packet is successfully trans-
mitted in the second attempt (using a backoff window
of 2CWmin) which adds CWmin to the average backoff
window seen by the packet. Continuing along these lines
for cases with larger numbers of losses, the average
backoff window in the saturated case is given by

W =

{

1−p−p(2p)m

1−2p
CWmin

2 M ≥ m
1−p−p(2p)M−1

1−2p
CWmin

2 M < m
(2)

Assuming that each node has a constant probability of
transmission in each idle slot, the probability of a node’s
transmission in a slot is given by τ = 1/W . Then the
probability that a node’s transmission is successful is the
probability that none of the other N − 1 nodes transmit
in the slot, i.e., 1 − p = (1 − τ)

N−1. Thus

p = 1 −

(

1 −
1 − 2p

1 − p − p(2p)M−1

2

CWmin

)N−1

(3)

where we have considered the case M < m. To derive
the saturation throughput, we observe the system in a
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unit of time. We denote the rate of transmission attempts
by the nodes in a unit time by rx, the rate of successful
transmissions by rs and the rate of collisions by rc. Now,
since each transmission is successful with probability
1 − p, the average number of transmissions per packet
is 1/(1 − p). The average number of transmissions per
successful transmission is also given by rx/rs. Thus

1

1 − p
=

rx

rs
(4)

While each collision may involve a number of stations,
to a first degree approximation we assume that each
collision involves only two stations. Thus

rc =
rx − rs

2
(5)

We denote by T the average cycle time, or the renewal
period between two successive transmissions. The cycle
time in the case of a successful transmission, Ts is given
by

Ts = Tidle + Wδ + Tdata + Tack (6)

where δ is the duration of a backoff timeslot and Tdata

and Tack represent the times required to transmit the
data and ACK frames, respectively. The cycle time in
the case of a collision Tc is given by

Tc = Tidle + Wδ + Tcd (7)

where Tcd is the collision detection time with the pro-
posed protocol. Note that in the expressions above, we
have used W instead of the expectation of the minimum
of N backoff periods as an approximation. The average
cycle time is thus

T = (1 − p)Ts + pTc (8)

We also have
1

T
= rs + rc (9)

Combining Eqns. (4), (5) and (9) we get

rs =
2(1 − p)

2 − p

1

T
(10)

and the saturation throughput η is thus

η =
2(1 − p)

2 − p

Tpayload

T
(11)

where Tpayload is the time required to transmit just the
data payload and given by L/C. The per node through-
put is η/N and p is obtained by solving Eqn 3.
In order to validate the model above, we now compare

its results with simulation results using the ns-2 simula-
tor. For these results, the parameters chosen were C = 1
Mbps, L = 512 bytes, CWmin = 32, CWmax = 1024,
M = 4, δ = 20µs, Tidle = 250µs, ACK frame length
of 14 bytes, MAC and PLCP headers of 31 and 6 bytes
respectively and physical layer preamble of 144 bits (i.e.,
the DSSS physical layer parameters specified in IEEE
802.11). In addition, a pulse has an active phase of 50µs,

a CTS window of 150µs, and a residual random pause
uniformly distributed from 0 to 50µs.
The collision detection time Tcd of the proposed proto-
col depends on the transmission rate of the data frame.
An initiating sender expects a CTS pulse after trans-
mitting the frame header. If the sender does not obtain
the expected CTS pulse, it stops transmitting. A higher
transmission rate therefore makes contention collisions
detected faster. In the 1 Mbps case, the MAC header
needs about 504µs to be received (see Section III.B).
This is for the case where an initiating sender detects
a collision by the lack of a CTS pulse, which is also
the dominant mechanism of collision detection for our
saturation throughput analysis.
The other case is that an initiating sender may detect

a collision by detecting a pulse in one of its pulse pauses
after receiving a CTS pulse, which may occur frequently
in a multihop network (an example is shown in Case B of
Fig. 2). Note that the residual random pause of a pulse
is drawn uniformly from 0 to 50µs, so the probability
that two nodes draw residual pauses of a difference
within 5µs (i.e., the propagation delay) can be calculated
as follows. Let x and y be two independent random
variables with a uniform distribution between 0 and 50.

p(|x − y| < 5) = 2p(0 < x − y < 5) = 0.19 (12)

Therefore, each passing of a pulse pause gives a proba-
bility of 0.81 for two transmitting nodes to detect each
other. In such a case, a collision on average is detected
after the passing of 1.23 pulses. Since the average pulse
length (active phase plus pause phase) is 225µs, the
time used to detect a collision by pulses is about 780µs
(including the CTS detection time).
Under the assumptions of our analysis all nodes are in

the transmission range of each other. Thus two simulta-
neous transmissions will usually result in the corruption
of both the frame headers and thus no CTS pulses will
be transmitted. All collisions will then be detected by
the absence of CTS pulses and thus Tcd = 504µs. In
Figure 6 we plot the saturation throughput per node
as a function of the number of nodes in the network.
The simulation results shown in the figure were obtained
through ns-2 simulations of the same scenario and using
the same parameter settings as the analysis. We note the
close match between the analytic and simulation results,
which validates the model.

V. PERFORMANCE IN MORE GENERAL CASES

Besides the saturation throughput in one-hop net-
works, it is also of interest to understand how the
proposed protocol improves the throughput of a multi-
hop network over protocols like the IEEE 802.11 DCF.
We use a “macro” model to achieve this goal.
Instead of focusing on how the medium state changes

over time, we focus on the average medium time, T ,
spent for successfully delivering a data packet in the
network and receiving its acknowledgment frame. When
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the medium contention is successful for a frame (i.e. the
associated backoff timer expires and the channel is idle),
the frame is transmitted. From an individual node’s per-
spective, only when the node succeeds in medium con-
tention and starts transmitting does it consume medium
time. There is a probability, pc, that the transmission will
experience a collision from direct medium contention,
since another node may have an expired backoff timer
too. Even if the frame experiences no collision from di-
rect medium contention, it may still experience collision
caused by hidden terminals. We denote the “natural”
probability of the existence of harmful hidden terminals
by ph, which is the probability that a frame is corrupted
by hidden terminals when there is no mechanism such
as virtual carrier sensing to suppress hidden terminals.
If there is a hidden terminal suppression mechanism,
the probability of harmful hidden terminals to a frame
is usually reduced. We denote the factor of such a
reduction by f (f < 1) (i.e., the harmful-hidden-terminal
probability changes from ph to fph).
We first consider the case of CSMA, which does not

use RTS/CTS. If we denote the transmission times for
a data frame and its acknowledgment frame by Tdata

and Tack, respectively, and the average backoff time in a
contention as Tbkoff , then the medium time consumed
for a data frame including all its retransmissions is as
follows (note that each failed transmission consumes the
contention backoff time plus frame transmission time)

TCSMA =
1

(1 − pc)(1 − ph)
(Tbkoff + Tdata) + Tack, (13)

where we assume the ACK frame does not experience
collision and the interframe space times are negligible.
We then consider the case of CSMA/CA (i.e., IEEE

802.11 DCF in this paper). The exchange of the RTS/CTS
frames with CSMA/CA may have two folds of benefits.
One is that when there is a collision caused by medium
contention, the collision cost is low because an RTS frame
is short. The other benefit is that the RTS/CTS frame
exchange reduces the probability of harmful hidden
terminals. However, the RTS/CTS exchange generates
control overhead too.
With the probability of a contention collision denoted

by pc and the natural probability of harmful hidden ter-
minals denoted by ph, an RTS frame with a transmission
time of Trts consumes a medium time of

Trts =
1

(1 − pc)(1 − ph)
(Tbkoff + Trts) (14)

before it is successfully received by the intended receiver.
If the RTS is successfully received, we may assume
that the CTS will not have a collision at the initiating
sender, considering that a CTS frame is short and the
RTS has already reserved the medium around the initi-
ating sender. However, there is still a probability, fph,
that harmful hidden terminals still exist for the data
frame (see Section II.A). When there are harmful hidden
terminals for the data frame, the RTS/CTS/Data process

needs to be repeated. If we denote the transmission time
of a CTS by Tcts, then the medium time consumed for a
data frame including all the retransmissions is

TCSMA/CA =
1

1 − fph
(Trts + Tcts + Tdata) + Tack (15)

in the CSMA/CA case.
Lastly, we consider the case of the proposed protocol

(we name it PulseAcc due to the essential roles of pulses
in the protocol). There is no RTS/CTS exchange in
the data channel with the proposed protocol. Also, if
there is a collision, it is terminated. If we denote the
average time for detecting a collision by Tcd, then the
medium time consumed for a data frame including all
its retransmissions is shown as follows

TPulseAcc =
1

(1 − f ′ph)(1 − pc)
(Tbkoff + Tcd)

+(hTdata − Tcd) + hTack, (16)

where f
′

denotes the hidden terminal reduction factor
for PulseAcc and h denotes the factor by which the frame
transmission times increase with PulseAcc due to the
reduced data bandwidth (some bandwidth is used by
the control channel in PulseAcc). As analyzed in Section
VI, the control channel including the guardband uses at
most 2% of the allocated band of an IEEE 802.11 system,
resulting in a h of 1/0.98=1.02.
According to the IEEE 802.11 specifications, an RTS

frame has a size of 20 bytes, a CTS frame has a size
of 14 bytes, and an ACK frame also has a size of 14
bytes. If we consider a DSSS physical layer, the total
physical layer header is 192 bits. It is recommended that
control frames are transmitted at the basic link rate of
1 Mbps in an IEEE 802.11b system. Therefore, in this
case, an RTS frame has a transmission time of 352µs (i.e.,
Trts = 352µs), a CTS frame has a transmission time of
304µs (i.e., Tcts = 304µs), and an ACK frame also has a
transmission time of 304µs (i.e., Tcts = 304µs). Although
the average backoff time Tbkoff for a contention changes
with the load in the network, it impacts the performance
of all protocols equally. Using experiments on IEEE
802.11 DCF with the ns-2 simulator [23] and its default
configurations, we observed that on an average, a node
experienced 100 backoff slots in a saturated situation
of more than 50 nodes, resulting in an average backoff
delay of 2000µs (a timeslot of 20µs).
The transmission time Tdata for a data frame varies

with the size of the packet and the transmission rate.
For illustration we may assume that the packet has a size
of 512 bytes and the transmission rate is 1 Mbps (note
that RTS/CTS control frames are transmitted at the basic
link rate so that a higher transmission rate for the data
frame means higher control overhead for the CSMA/CA
protocol). With all headers considered, the transmission
time for a data frame in this case is about 4800µs.
The transmission rate may also affect the pulse param-

eters and thus the delay before a collision is detected. If
a pulse has an active phase of 50µs, a CTS window of
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150µs, and a residual random pause uniformly drawn
from 0 to 50µs, then a collision can be detected after
504µs and 780µs in the case of the absence of a CTS
pulse and in the case of pulse contentions, respectively,
as calculated in Section IV. The collision detection time
Tcd should therefore have an average value below 642µs
in our case of network and pulse parameters.
Fig. 7 shows the average medium time consumed for

successfully delivering a data packet in the case of no
hidden terminals (ph = 0.0). As shown in the figure,
the proposed PulseAcc protocol uses the least amount of
medium time among the three protocols for successfully
delivering a data packet. Interestingly, due to its control
frame overhead (i.e., RTS/CTS), CSMA/CA does not
work better than CSMA when the collision probability
is low.
Fig. 8 shows the protocol performances for the case in

which there are some hidden terminal problems (ph =
0.1). Heuristically, we set the hidden-terminal reduction
factor to 0.2 and 0.05 for CSMA/CA and PulseAcc,
respectively, due to the limitations of in-band control
frames and the power of an out-of-band control channel.
These heuristic values do not necessarily reflect reality
but are used for illustration. As shown in Fig. 8, the
performance gains of PulseAcc over other protocols
increase in this case with hidden terminals. In addition,
CSMA/CA shows clearer gains over CSMA in this case.

VI. CONTROL CHANNEL BANDWIDTH

The bandwidth required for the control channel of the
proposed protocol is determined by the parameters of
the pulses transmitted in the channel. A pulse in the
proposed protocol has a fixed-length active phase with
single-tone signals and a random-length pause phase
without signals. The bandwidth of a pulse is therefore
determined by the length of its active phase. According
to Fourier theory, the bandwidth of a pulse of an active
length T is about 2/T if the pulse is properly shaped
[24].
If we consider a case where the basic link rate and

the data rate are 1Mbps and 10Mbps, respectively, and
a data packet has 512 bytes, then the transmission time
for a data frame including headers is about 1ms (note

that it is recommended in the IEEE 802.11 standard that
the physical layer preamble and header are transmitted
at the basic link rate). A pulse in such a case has a
period of about 100µs if there are 10 pulses during
each frame transmission. If the pulse is active in one
fourth of its duration, then its active length will be about
25µs, which indicates a bandwidth of about 80kHz. A
CTS pulse may be shorter than a regular pulse. In our
implementation, the shortest CTS pulse is about one half
of the active length of a regular pulse, which means a
doubled bandwidth of 160KHz.

In addition, a guardband is needed between the con-
trol channel and the data channel in the allocated band.
To obtain the size of the guardband, we may use the
GSM practice as an example. In the GSM-900 system,
both forward and reverse links use a band of 25MHz.
For each of the 25MHz bands, there are guardbands of
100KHz at both ends [25]. An IEEE 802.11 system also
uses a band over 20MHz and therefore it is reasonable
for the guardband between the control channel and the
data channel in our protocol to be about 200KHz. The
total bandwidth required for the control channel, i.e.,
the pulse bandwidth plus the guardband, is therefore
360KHz in our example. As compared with the 22MHz
band specified in the IEEE 802.11b standard, the band-
width of the control channel is less than 2% of the
allocated band (wider bands are considered for other
IEEE 802.11 systems).

The required control channel bandwidth will increase
if the link speed increases. For example, we may consider
an IEEE 802.11g system. In such a system, the maximum
link rate is 54Mbps, while the recommend basic link rate
is 2Mbps in the case of coexistence with IEEE 802.11b
systems. A frame carrying a packet of 512 bytes will be
transmitted in about 620µs in such a case. We may use
a pulse structure with an active phase of 10µs, a CTS
window of 40µs, and a residual pause window of 10µs.
In addition, a CTS pulse may be drawn from a pool of 10,
15, 20, 25, and 30µs. In such a case, the control channel
will use a bandwidth of about 400KHz (i.e., the pulse
bandwidth plus the guardband), which is still less than
2% of the allocated band for an IEEE 802.11 system.
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VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Evaluation Model and Configuration Details

The proposed MAC protocol has been evaluated in
both wireless LANs and ad hoc networks using the
Network Simulator 2 (ns-2) [23]. If it is not specified
otherwise, each node in our simulations always has
packets to send and the destination of each packet is
randomly drawn among the neighbors of the node. With
this saturation traffic model, all traffic starts and stops
at the MAC layer and no routing or other upper-layer
factors are involved in the simulations. For comparison,
the results for three other existing wireless MAC pro-
tocols are also shown. One is the CSMA/CA protocol
specified in the IEEE 802.11 standard, and another is the
CSMA protocol. These two protocols do not use an out-
of-band control channel. The third protocol is RI-BTMA
[9], which like PulseAcc, uses a single control channel.
In addition, the bandwidth overhead of the control

channel is considered in the simulations for PulseAcc
and RI-BTMA. As analyzed earlier, PulseAcc uses at
most two percent of the allocated band for the control
channel including the guardband. For RI-BTMA, we
assume that one percent of the assigned band is used
for the control channel because RI-BTMA does not use
pulses. In the case of 1Mbps link rate, PulseAcc and
RI-BTMA have data rates of 0.98Mbps and 0.99Mbps,
respectively. In the case of 54Mbps link rate, their data
rates are (0.98× 54) Mbps and (0.99× 54) Mbps, respec-
tively, in the simulations.
In the RI-BTMA protocol implemented in our simula-

tions, data frames are acknowledged and retransmitted
when lost, as in the other three protocols. The retry limit
is 4 for all protocols. In addition, an initiating sender
in RI-BTMA also generates single tone signals when
receiving the acknowledgment frame for suppressing the
hidden terminals of its receiver. The contention window
of a node is adjusted in all protocols using the binary
exponential backoff mechanism of IEEE 802.11.
Our implemented PulseAcc protocol uses the follow-

ing parameters for its pulses in the 1Mbps link rate
case. The active phase of a pulse has a length of 50µs,
and the size of the CTS window is 150µs. Additionally,
the residual random pause of a pulse is drawn from a
window of 50µs. The length of a CTS pulse is randomly
drawn from the set of 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100µs. In the
54Mbps link rate case, these parameters become smaller
accordingly. In particular, the length of the active phase
of a pulse is 10µs, the CTS window is 40µs, the residual
pause window is 10µs, and a CTS pulse may have a
length of 10, 15, 20, 25, or 30µs.
In the ad hoc network in our simulations the nodes

are distributed in an area of 500 by 500 square meters.
For RI-BTMA and PulseAcc, the control channel uses the
same power level as that of the data channel, which is
0.025 watts. With the default configurations of the power
thresholds in ns-2, this power level gives each node a
data-transmission and carrier-sense (CS) range of about

150 and 300 meters, respectively. In addition, the link rate
of the ad hoc network can be either 1Mbps or 54Mbps.
In the former case, the basic link rate is 1Mbps too. In the
latter case, the basic link rate is 2Mbps, as recommended
in the IEEE 802.11g standard in the case of coexistence
with IEEE 802.11b systems.

B. Wireless LAN Case

This section presents the simulation results for the
wireless LAN case. Fig. 9 shows the LAN throughput
versus the number of nodes in the LAN. As shown in
the figure, PulseAcc can have more than 5% performance
gains over RI-BTMA in the wireless LAN case. The gains
of PulseAcc may reach more than 20% over IEEE 802.11
or CSMA. There are several other things that can be
observed in Fig. 9. When there are less than five nodes
in the LAN, CSMA may have a higher performance
than other protocols. This happens because all the other
three protocols have their control overhead. RI-BTMA
and PulseAcc have reduced data rates due to the control
channel overhead, while the IEEE 802.11 (i.e., CSMA/CA
in this paper) has the RTS/CTS overhead. However, as
the number of nodes in the LAN increases, there are
increased collisions in the LAN. In such cases the extra
control procedures of the other three protocols start to
pay off. The gains of CSMA are therefore either reduced
in the IEEE 802.11 case or reversed in the RI-BTMA and
PulseAcc cases. Due to its collision detection capability,
PulseAcc has a higher performance than RI-BTMA, even
though it has a lower data rate than RI-BTMA.
Fig. 10 shows the medium access delay versus the

number of nodes in the LAN. The medium access delay
for a packet is defined here as the time from the arrival
of the packet at the MAC layer to either the successful
transmission of the packet or the drop of the packet due
to excessive retransmissions. The delay results shown in
Fig. 10 conform to the throughput results shown earlier.
In general, a protocol introduces less medium access
delays when it generates more throughput in the LAN.
Fig. 11 shows the collision rate versus the number of

nodes in the LAN. The collision rate is the number of
collisions detected by PulseAcc at a node over the num-
ber of transmissions at the node in the LAN. As shown
in Fig. 11, the collision probability becomes higher when
there are more nodes in the LAN, which is expected.

C. Few Hidden Terminals Case

This section shows the simulation results for static
ad hoc networks with few hidden terminals. With the
default carrier sense (CS) power threshold in ns-2, the
CS range of a node is almost double the transmission
range. In such a case, there are few hidden terminals in
the ad hoc network in the simulations (no obstacles are
simulated in ns-2). If nodes are evenly distributed in the
ad hoc network, fifteen nodes are the minimum for the
network to be connected. Therefore, all the simulation
results for ad hoc networks start from fifteen nodes.
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Fig. 12 shows the node throughput versus the number
of nodes in the network for the case in which the link
rate is 1Mbps. As shown in the figure, IEEE 802.11
still has the lowest performance in this case because its
RTS/CTS control overhead still does not pay off due to
the low probability of hidden terminals in the network.
CSMA, however, has the highest performance in this
few-hidden-terminal case. In addition, PulseAcc and RI-
BTMA have similar performance in this few-hidden-
terminal case. This happens because PulseAcc has a
lower data rate than RI-BTMA and its collision detection
capability is not fully demonstrated in this case.
However, when the link rate increases to 54Mbps,

PulseAcc shows clear gains over the other protocols,
as shown in Fig. 13. The main source of performance
gains for PulseAcc is collision detection. When a col-
lision is detected, some medium time is saved by not
transmitting collided packets. Such saved medium time
can be used to transmit more bits when the link rate is
higher. This explains why PulseAcc shows higher gains
in the 54Mbps link rate case. Note that although a single
detected collision in the 54Mbps link rate case saves
less time than that in the 1Mbps case, there are more
collisions to detect in the 54Mbps case because more
frames are transmitted in a given period in the 54Mbps
case.
Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show the delay results for the

1Mbps link rate case and the 54Mbps case, respectively.
As shown in these two figures, the delay results conform
to the throughput results shown earlier. In addition,
packets experience less medium access delays in the
54Mbps network, which is expected.

D. More Hidden Terminals Case

Ad hoc networks have hidden terminals in general.
In reality, the main sources of hidden terminals are
obstacles such as buildings, hills, and trees. To simulate
scenarios with more hidden terminals, we increase the
CS power threshold of the nodes in the network to shrink
the CS range so that more hidden terminals may occur
for a transmitting node. With the default settings of
ns-2, the CS power threshold of a node is more than
twenty times lower than the receive power threshold.
The simulation results shown in this section are for the

case in which the CS power threshold is increased to half
of the receive power threshold.
Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 show the node throughput versus

the number of nodes in the network for the 1Mbps
and 54Mbps link rate cases, respectively. As shown in
these figures, when there are hidden terminals, PulseAcc
shows significant gains over the other three protocols
in both 1Mbps and 54Mbps link rate cases. This is
because hidden terminals cause collisions and PulseAcc
obtains performance gains by terminating collisions. The
medium access delay results shown in Fig. 18 and Fig.
19 conform to the throughput results, as in earlier cases.
We now show the collision detection results for

PulseAcc. Fig. 20 shows the collision rate versus the
number of nodes in the network for the 1Mbps link
rate case, and Fig. 21 shows the results for the 54Mbps
case. As defined earlier, the collision rate is the number
of collisions detected by PulseAcc at a node over the
number of transmissions at the node. As shown in these
two figures, when there are more hidden terminals in
the network, PulseAcc detects more collisions, which is
expected. In addition, a frame has a lower probability
to encounter a collision in the 54Mbps case than in
the 1Mbps case, particularly when there are hidden
terminals in the network, as shown by the comparison
of Fig. 20 with Fig. 21. This is because a frame has a
shorter transmission time (i.e., a shorter exposure time)
when the link rate is higher so that the frame has a lower
probability of being corrupted by hidden terminals.

E. The Effect of Environmental Noise

In this section we present the results of the effect of
environmental noise on the protocol performances. En-
vironmental noise may have different effect on different
MAC protocols. In all cases, environment noise may cor-
rupt data frames. In the IEEE 802.11 case, the RTS/CTS
control frames may also be corrupted by environmental
noise. In the RI-BTMA case, a sender may wrongly
interpret a noise as the tone of its receiver and thus
start to transmit to an non-ready receiver. In PulseAcc,
environmental noise in the control channel may interrupt
the transmission of a node.
To investigate the effect of environmental noise, we

place a noise source at the center of the ad hoc network
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Fig. 13. Node Throughput vs. Number of
Nodes
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Fig. 14. Medium Access Delay vs. Number
of Nodes
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Fig. 15. Medium Access Delay vs. Number
of Nodes
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Fig. 16. Node Throughput vs. Number of
Nodes
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Fig. 17. Node Throughput vs. Number of
Nodes

and let the node generate Gaussian noises for both the
data and control channels. The average interval of the
noise signals is 0.01 second and the mean and standard
deviation of the signal lengths are both 0.001 second.
With these parameters, there are noise signals in the net-
work for 10% of the time, which reflects a significantly
noisy environment.
Fig. 22 shows the node throughput versus the number

of nodes in the network for the noise case in which
the link rate is 1Mbps and there are hidden terminals.
From the comparison of Fig. 22 with Fig. 16, PulseAcc
shows higher performance gains over the other protocols
when there is noise in the network. One observation
explains these results. When a transmitting node senses
some noise, the node may need to stop transmitting
because the noise may corrupt the frame at the receiver
anyway. Therefore, the design of PulseAcc may help in
a noisy environment, as shown in Fig. 22. In addition,
Fig. 22 shows that RI-BTMA is sensitive to noise, which
is expected because the protocol uses tones as the clear-
to-send message for a sender and thus noise may trigger
a sender to transmit by mistake. For conciseness, delay
results are not showed starting from this section.

F. A Comprehensive Scenario

The scenarios used in the preceding sections are for
evaluating the proposed protocol with the least inter-
ference from other layers, as introduced earlier. This
section shows the simulation results for a comprehensive
scenario where the ad hoc network has routed traffic and
the fifty nodes in the network have random waypoint

movement.
In the new scenario, there are up to twenty five

constant-bit-rate (CBR) background flows in the ad hoc
network, and their rates determine the network load.
Meanwhile, a test flow of a constant rate checks the
throughput that it can obtain in the network in different
cases of network load. The link rate is 1Mbps and there
are hidden terminals. In addition, the nodes in the ad
hoc network have random waypoint movement. Their
minimum speed and maximum speed are 1.0m/s and
5.0m/s, respectively, and their average pause time is 0.5s.
Fig. 23 shows the percentage of the packets in the

test flow that successfully reach the flow receiver versus
the flow rate of the background flows (i.e., the network
load). As shown in the figure, the proposed protocol has
higher gains over the other protocols when the network
load is higher. When the network load is high, the
relative gains can be more than fifty percent.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a MAC protocol with the capabil-
ity to detect collisions in distributed wireless networks
such as mobile ad hoc networks and mesh networks.
The basic idea is to use out-of-band contention pulses
that have pauses of random lengths to enable two trans-
mitting nodes to detect each other. Pulses are “relayed”
by intended data frame receivers and therefore nodes
that are hidden terminals to each other may also detect
each other if they transmit at the same time. In addition,
CTS pulses are used in the protocol to assist collision
detection and reduce control frames in the data channel.
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Fig. 18. Medium Access Delay vs. Number
of Nodes
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Fig. 19. Medium Access Delay vs. Number
of Nodes
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Fig. 20. Collision Rate vs. Number of
Nodes
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Fig. 21. Collision Rate vs. Number of
Nodes
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Fig. 22. Node Throughput vs. Number of
Nodes
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Fig. 23. Flow Throughput vs. Network
Load

The comprehensive analysis and simulation results in the
paper show that as compared with existing protocols, the
proposed MAC protocol achieves outstanding through-
put gains in ad hoc networks with hidden terminals.
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